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Stripa
Project
is open to ~rticipation
by all OE(D
*r
nations
ad nine Mtions
have
pirticipatti
in the project
over its
duration.
The objectives
of the St.rips
Project
are:
(1)
to develop
techniques
for
characterizing
sites
located
deep in rock
formtions
that are potentially
suitable
for
the geologic
disposal
cf high-level
radioactive
wastes;
ad (2) to evaluate
prtimlar
●ngineering
design
considerations
that could enhance the long-term
safety
of a
high-iewl
radioactiw
waste repxitory
in a
geologic
nmdiurn.
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The pur~se
of this paper is to briefly
sunenarize
the research
conducted
at Stripa
and discuss
the ways in which the technology
developd
for the Stripe
Project
has ben
and
will bu transferred
to the United States
civilian
Radioactive
i4aste Flarbagemnt
Procjram’s
Yucca Ilomtain
Project.
‘ftre in situ ●xprimnts
of troth the OCCD
Strip
Project
ati. the earlier
Swedi$h--rican
Cooperative
wre locatd
in
the Stripe
Mine in central
Sueden (figure
1).
*
Strips
Mine was an iron mine which
opezated
betwuen
the mid-fifteenth
centuq
Adjacent
to the ore ~
ie a
aiti 1976.
-11
qranitic
intmsive
rock taly
in which
ntimt of the experirrents
have been conducted.
The research
conducted
for
both
the
Swdish-*rican
Cocprative
and the

,.
,.
;
/

Figure

1. Location

of stripe

Mine

International
Strlpa
Project
have qrea:
potential
for application
to the Yucca
Mountain
Project
in the areas of site
characterization
and design of enqlneered
hrriers.
SWEDISH-AMERICANCCX3P~N”7VE PRWE~
In 1976 Sweden began research
on waste
disposal
at the Strlpa
tie,
and in 1977 was
joined by the U.S. IX)E. The Swedish Annerlcan
Imperative
Project
(SAC) was conducted
in
the StKlpS mine between 1977 and 19S0.
Most
of the SAC tests
were performed
at the 360 m
level
in granitic
rock (fi~re
2).
The tests
were full scale and tim
scale heater
tests,
hydrological
studies,
and in situ stress
measurements.
The results
of the full
scale heater
tests
indicated
very good correlation
with
mdel predictions.
Rock expansion
frcm high
heat loads was acccxmudated
by existing
fractures
in the rock mass as demnstratecl
by
fracture
closing
and a decrease
in water
inflow frcm the surrounding
rock mass to the
heater
●rqhcemnts.
In the ti~
scale
heater
tests,
short term results
wre
●xtrapolated
in tires by using the law of heat
conduction
to corqress
the tinm scale by a
factor
of 10:1 and by coqressing
linear
scales
(distance
pwr)
by the ratio
of the
linear
distance
to the ~re
root of the
product
of tinm and the thernal
diffusion
in
the host rock.
Analysi6
of the ndeling
showed god
correlation
except where
fractures
introducd
non-linear
behavior.
large-scale
hydrologic
macropernmability
ex~riment
(ventilation
test)
was perfornd
to determine
the
representative
equivalent
volunm for
mmasuring permeability
in the fracturti
rock
lruss . AL1 water
that ●ntered
the drift
was
eva~rated
am! collectti
outsi&
~ using
constmt
te~rature
circulating
air in the
sealed
off drift.
Results
indkcated
that a
high degree
of hydrologic
communication
exists
within
the fracture
system at the
Stripe
mine.
In situ stress
rrmawrensmts
sh~
a god correlation
btween
hydraulic
fracturlnq
and four different
overcorinq
.
mthods .

.

co lnvestlgace
slces
in
underground
rock formations
wnlch may be
potentially
suitable
for the dlsmsal
of
radioactive
wastes,
and (J) examine
engineerlnq
design
phenommm !Ln particular,
sealing)
associated
with enhancing
the long
term safety
of a reposito~
for high level
nuclear
waste.

The International
Strlpa
Project
was
Phase 1
scheduled
in three phases:
(1980-1984),
Phase 2 (1983-1986),
and the
current
Phase 3 (1966-1991).
The individual
experiments
in each of the three phases are
smmmrized
below.
STRIPA Pt!!E

The International
Stripe
Project
was
●stablished
in 1980 under the auspices
of the
OECO/NZA .
is managed by Swensk
The project
Karnbranslehantering
AB (Sl(B)-the
Swedish
Nuclear
Fuel and Waste Managenmnt
conqbmly
under
direction
of the Strip
Joint
Tecmlcal
Cc+mnlttee (JTC).
The stripe
JTC is c~sed
of representatives
frcm each participatlnq
OECD~
country.
TIIe purpose
of the str~~
Project
has been tmfold:
(1) develop

1

Phase 1 of the Stripe
Project
was begun
in 1980 and ccqleted
in 1985 with
nsdtimtioml
participation
by seven nations:
Canada,
Finhnd,
France,
Japs.r,, Sweden,
Switzerland,
and the United States.
It
consisted
of research
in three win areas:

1.

H@ological
single
hole
(interference
mthods

for

hydrochemical,
kKehOkb
to
characteristics
fractures
in
hydrochem.ical
geochemist~

investigations
consisting
of
and multiple
hole tests
tests)
to design and t~st
geolcqic,
hydrologic,
and geophysical
tests
in
determine
hydrologic
and interactions
anmg
the rock rrass; and
studies
to mvestiqate
the
of deep gr~ters.

2.

In situ
single
fracture
to investigate
extension
ex~rimmts
on sorption
of radionuclides.

3.

The tmffer
mass test
to investigate
tho
suitability
and predicted
flnctions
of
bentonite-based
hffers
under sinulated
re~sitory
conditions.

A

OECD/?JEA STRIPA P~CCT

.

cecnnlques

migration
studies
of laboratory
and retardation

The hydrological
testing,
carrid
out in
both horizontal
and vertical
boreholes
provided
information
on favorable
conditions
for performing
each test and an evaluation
of
their
ccqarable
reliability.
The hydraulic
test
program demonstrated
that it is pmsible
to carry
out hylraulic
site
investigations
deep underground
in order to define
the
detailed
layout
of a repxitory.
Promising
test
mmthds
were performed
in Phase 2.
A veq
extensive
h~rogeochernical
testing
program indicated
the existence
of
availabl~
working nwthrds and -Lhods
with
strong
develo~ntal
~tential
to determine
The investiqationn
at
resid~nce
tiffws.
Stripa
indicated
deep local groundwaters
my
have very long residence
tlws
s’uit,able
for
radi~active
waste disposal.
The
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drilling,
and
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groundwater.

The sorption
results
from the single
fracture
migration
scudles
indicated
a flt
?.esults
for
a va[mty
cf •naly~ical
m~els.
also indicated
a fracture
cannot
be
realistically
treated
as+km planar
parallel
surfaces
with a constant
separation
distance.
Preferential
flow directions
(channeling)
could not be dete~ned
from tie experlmsntal
results.
Further
research
is needed to
understand
processes
involved
in nuclide
miqration
so realistic
assessnnt
of waste
repositories
can be ~rfomwd.

The buffer
~ss
test
served as a
practical
de~nstration
Of the preparation,
handling,
and placement
of soil-t~
backfills.
me feasibility
was verified
for
concepts
based on the use of sumctite-rich
clays as overpacks
for rrmderately
hot
canisters
and smctite
mixtures
as tunnel
backfill.
The available
rmiels
of buffer
behavior
knsre validated
and can be used to
predict
repository
configuration
using
bentonite
and related
mixtures.
STRIPA PHASE 2
Stripe
Phase 2 started
in 1983 and ended
in 19R7.
Nine nations
participated
in this
Canada,
Finland,
France,
second phase:
Japan,
Spain,
SWsden, Switzerland,
the United
Kingdom,
conducted

and

the

in five

United
areas:

States.

Research

was

1.

Crosshole
techniques
to detect
and
characterize
fracture
zones by borchole
radar and tmrehole
seismic
mthcxds.

2.

A three rlirrwnsional
migration
experiment
to understand
and quantify
the trans~rt
processes
of flow porosity,
longitudinal
and transverse
dispersion,
channeling,
and the validation
and/or
reification
of
MIXkls.

3.

Borehole,
shaft,
and tunnel
plugging
tests
to determine
whether Na-bentonlte
is practical
to seal boreholes,
shafts,
and tunnels
in re~sitories.

‘ 4.

Hydroqeologlcal
characterization
of the
Strip
site
to develop a statistical
characterization
of fracture
system
geometry,
determine
the range and nature
of fracture
~rnmabilities,
determine
the
effective
and total
fractute
~roslty
distributions
frorrr field
and laturatory
data,
and determine
the three dimensional
configuration
of the groundwater
flow
system at Stripe.

of the
Hyd~ochemlcal
characterizat~on
Strlpa
groundwaters
co determine
geocherrucal
orlgln
and evolutlcn
of deep
groundwaters
at Strlpa
and ldentlfy
processes
and mecharusms of water-rock
interactions.

The crosshole
investigations
led to
The radar
several
rna]or conclilsions.
techniques
were proven to be much more
effective
than expected.
Penetrations
were
up to 150m compard
to early estimates
of
The seismic
c~chniques
were
shut 30-50m.
proven useful
in an initial
site
characterization
program to locate
major
fracture
zo.les wider than 20m. However, it
remained
necessa~
to solve problems with the
source
to develop
a clearer
signal
which will
Tomgraphy
software
allow better
resolution.
was developed
for processing
crosshole
data.
The three
dinumsional
migration
experiment
concluded
that very careful
planning
and design
are req~ird
prior
to
p?rfomning
complex experirrs?nts.
The test
shrmad a ve~
uneven distrilmtion
of water
in
the large
rack mass.
Tracer arrival
was
spread over a very broad range of tires.
me
question
raised
by both this experiment
ad
the single
fracture
●xperinnt
is the
validity
of hydraulic
testing
using present
interpretation
rmthuds
to obtain
flm
prosity
in fractured
rock.
The obsemed
fracture
openings
used to d~termine
the water
volume residing
in the fracture
is
considerably
larger
then that needed to
induce the observed
pressure
drop.
The sealing
activities
derrmnstrated
that
an effective
plug 05 compacted bentonit.e
can
be installed
in a brehole,
drift,
or
The long term stability
repsitory
shaft.
bnsed on erodability
and chemical
stability
Results
indicated
that
was also addressed.
if certain
rmasures
are taken
including
preqrouting
and temperature
control
(beAow
10CFC), a long term limit
is possible
on
erodability
and extended
chemical
stability
during
the isolation
period.
The bydrogeological
and hydroqeochemical
charact’~rization
of the Stripe
mine were, in
general,
site
specific
activities.
The
synthesis
of the data to achieve
a site mcdel
for predicting
reqmwe
of the rock Nss
hmmver provides
a valuable
tool to be used
in ]!uture
site
characterization
actlv’.ties.
Ftuch of these dtita formed the bsis
for the
site
characterization
and validation
activity
during
Phase 3.
STRIPA PHASE 3
The third
and final
phase of the strips
Project
began in 19@6 and is scheduled
to
The seven current
rrmber
conclude
in 1991.

nations
ot the Strip?+ Pro7ect
are Canada,
Finland,
Japan,
S’-den,
Swaczerland,
the
United Kingdom, and the United States.
Phase
3 continues
research
started
during
the
first
builds
on results
obtained
from
two phases,
and develops
new areas
the previous
studies,
The prlma~
activities
of the
of research.
Strlpa
Phase 3 prcaram are Orqanlzed
in three
sub-projects:
1. Site

characterization

2.

Improvement of
and concepts.

3.

Sealing

of

site

fractured

and validation.
assessnwnt

methmds

rock.

Site characterization
and validation
consists
of five successive
stages:
(1)
preliminary
site
characterization;
(2)
preliminary
predictions;
(3) detailed
characterization
and preliminary
validation;
(4) detailed
predictions;
ad
(5) detailed
evaluation.
Iup.rovemnt
of site
asses-nt
rrethods
and concepts
will ●nhance the quality
of
predictions,
especially
in the area of
fracture
flow and includes
the following
activities:
(1) developnant
of high
resolution
and directional
kmrehole
radar;
(2) improvement
of techniques
for high
resolution
borehole
seismic
testing;
(3)
development
of a three-dimwsional
netvmrk
flow mdel;
(4) inpovewnt
of understanding
of conditions
and processes
that cause uneven
flow (chameiing)
in a fracture
system;
and
(5) estimation
of fracture
length
and
aperture
from single
fracture
packer
tests.
Phase 3 research
on sealing
of fractured
rock, which emphasizes
the sealing
of
groundwater
flow ~ths,
will & conducted
in
five consecutive
stages:
(1) a
state-of-the-art
survey of fracture
sealing
materials
to establish
the range of thermal,
thermsrmchanical,
hydrogoological,
and
geochemical
conditions
that could effect
the
sealing
capacity
of specified
materials
over
tinm; (2) identification
of sealing
nuterials
and the design of tests
to demxmtrate
their
long-term
stability;
(3) detensimtion
of
long-term
stability
of selected
materials;
(4) use of field
pilot
teste
to evaluate
and
denmnstrate
injection
techniques
for
selected
naterials;
and (5)
development
of F large
scale sealing
test.
TEcmm4xY

TRANSFER

Characterization
of radioactive
waste
repository
sites
in qeologlc
media present
challenges
and requirements
far beyond
standard
qeotechnical
practices.
These
challenges
include
the development
of new
concepts,
approaches,
methods,
instrunwnts,

F.esearch at Strlpa
has
techniques.
served as a locus to develop,
Lest, and model
It has presented
a central
these new Ideas.
locale
and them
for applled
geosclentlfic
studies
and a forum for developing
and
improving
repsitory-related
research.

and

mDS

OF TECHNDUGY

TRANSFER

The develo~nt
and implerwntation
of
research
program
as part of the Stripa
Project
involve
many different
technological
aspects.
Research
at Stripe
represents
state-of-the-art
investigations
and includes
development
of instmrnents
~d techniques
for
studies
related
to high-level
waste
repositories.
Scientists
and engineers
from
OECLVTWAparticipant
nations
have access
to
this research
Lhrough a variety
of technology
transfer
initiatives.
Personnel

Involvement

Personnel
from U.S. WE and contractors
within
tie IJ.S. program have been and
continue
to b involved
in both the planninq
and in@eumntation
of the experimental
programs as w1l
as their
evaluation
ad
amlysiso
The direct
involveumt
of U.S.
personnel
in the Stripe
Project
constitutes
the best form of technology
transfer.
Three
levels
of involvement
are defined.
1. U.S. persomel
can become principle
investigators
tor research
funded by the
Strips
Project.
~ch participant
nation
is
solicited
to sulxait proposals
to the Project
for ●valuation.
Successful
proposals
are
accepted
based on the likelihood
of
accm@ishing
the overall
objectives
of the
Stri~
Project,
2. “Each participant
nation
is represented
on
the various
committees,
su@roups,
and task
forces.
level
group is the Joint
l%e highest
Technical
Corrsnittee
(JTC).
Each member
nation
is entitled
to representation
on the
J’IC based roughly
on the shares
it
contributes
to the Strips
Project.
The JTC
functions
as the “Board of Directors”
of the
Strips
Project
and is responsible
for setting
the objectives
and goals of the Project
and
providing
the management
(SKB) with the
guidance
it needs to carry out the tacks.
IXring Phase 1 and Phase 2, the Project
had
tw technical
mbgroups
(TSC) that provided
advice
and consultation
to the management and
the JTC on the teclmical
scopes of work
within
the project.
Each nation
is entitled
to serd tvm technical
representatives
to each
technical
subgroup,
and can also send up to
two observerb
to TSG rrmetings
for the
purpoeea
of advising
thair
representatives
and transferring
the knowledge qalnecl during
these nwetinqs
back to their
respective
national
programs.
Only one technical

was escabllshed
fcr Phase 3 because
lntearated
nature
of this phase
pro~ect.
Hcwever, early
in Phase 3
became clear
that
:“technical
areas needed
special
attention
to define
the tectmlcai
requlremnts
to accomplish
the overall
Therefore,
two task forces
were
objective.
(1! a Task Force ori Sealinq
established:
materials;
and (2) a Task Force on Fracture
Flow Mcdelirq.
Task foress
are different
from the TSG Ln that they are ●stablished
for
the benefit
of the involved
principal
=ch nation
was asked to
investigators.
a~int
a techlical
representative
to ●ach
In addition,
other experts
have
task
force.
been invited
to mrk on the Project
through
For example,
tm U.S.
the task forces.
representatives
have developcl
a
thendynamic
data base and calculational
schemes for cenmnt heed
sealants
under the
Sealing
Materials
Task Force.
m
other U.S.
representatives
are developing
Discrete
Fracture
Flow Models for the Stripa
Project
through
the Task Force on Fracture
Flow
This wrk is helpful
to the U.S.
tielir,g.
program because
it allows
the U.S. personnel
a,. opportunity
to exercise
their
capabilities
on a field
experirmsnt
designed
expressly
for
●he purpose of makiny predictions
of water
flcn# arxi radionuclide
transport
a..
validating
those malels
before
similar
predictions
are made witiin
the U.S. program.
su.bqroup

Df the
of the

hlahly

i:

3. The Strip
Project
Agreement
also
permits
nssmber nations
to send technical
experts
to
Str’pa
to work altmqside
the principal
investigators
on !;elected
aspects
of the
Project
as approvwi by the J’K ati the Stripe
of these
visits
may
FWraqenwnt.
The clu~ation
be several
months.
Property,
Batents,
and
Property
Riqhts

Intellectual

The participating
nations
own the
property
that is purchased
and constmcted
by
the Pro]ect.
Each nation
can use for its
own
benefit
any of the apparatuses
used by or
built
for the Stri~
Project.
For exanqde,
the United States
program can use and
evaluate
the hrehole
ra~r
inst~nt
developed
at Strlpa
to characterize
Yucca
Mountain,
provldinq
there are no scheduling
conflicts.
In a&ition,
●ach nation has
patent
rights
and can constmct,
any
instrument
developd
by the Project.
These
rights
also exteti
to intellectual
pro~rty
including
comter
codes,
●s provided
by the
strip
Pro]ect
Agreement.

w:th
scientists
and technical
.% series
of
from around the world.
workshops
have shared
advances,
methods,
and techniques
‘~lth scl.entlfic
Topics
investlqators
from metir
nations.
have incluled
sealing,
site
characterization
m+thods, geophysical
instmmentation,
and the
sunzmq and progress
of development
of
Strlpa

exploration

The

have

Project
and mrkshops
Three m]or

stri~w

served

spnsors
technical
on many aspects
of the
~nternational
s~sla
as fcrums to present
and discuss

and

interpretation

International

methodologies.

Cooperative

Work

Participation
by U.S. principal
investigators
in the experir-ntal
programs
alongside
other
internationally
recognized
experts
at Strips
aids the U.S. program in
obtaining
and refining
the mrrent
state-f-the-art
technology
for planrung
and
in@enn?nting
donusstic
activities.
Direct

Use

Procedures
and techniques
developed
ard
iqlemented
in the Strips
Project
can be
directly
transferred
tu the U.S. waste
disposal
procjram.
Publications
The Stripa
Project
has to date published
more then 75 technical
repxts
which
describe
and s~rize
the procedures
and
results
from the scientific
investigations.
Copies of these
reports
are disseminated
to
interested
parties
within
the U.S. program.

PLANS FOR INCO~RATIffi

STRIPA TE~LCGIES

To date the Yucca Mountain
Project
has
not fully
taken advantage
of the technologies
bing
developed
and refined
at Strips.
The
reasons
are multiple
and include
the fornwr
stmcture
of the U.S.
program and the
evolving
relationship
betwen
the
Internatioml
teckical
programs
and those
scientists
responsible
for the development
of domestic
technical
investigations,
For the past year
steps
have been under
for further
incorporating
Strips+leveloped
technologies
into the U.S.
program.
These steps
are expsndinq
and

way

accelerating

1.

and

Broader

include:

dissemination

of

Strlpa

publications.
For the past year Strlpa
reparts
have been sent routinely
to all
Yucca Mountain
Project
participants,
and
back issues
will be provided
during
1990.

Syrrqmsiaflorkshops

sympsla
program.

research

rnanaqers
technical

2.

IMring

1989,

Mountain
attended

This

will

for

Project

the

first

time,

Yucca
routinely

scientists

Stripa
symposia
continue
and

and

●xpend

workshops.
in 1990 and

shall

thereafter.

well
3.

long

Scientists

associated

with

the

Stripa
Prcject
fr~m Lawrence
Berkeley
Laboratotiy
and U.S. private
contractors,
have been
incorporat~
into the Yucca
Mountain Pro]ect
and are integrating
Strips-developed
c~chnologies
into the
Nevada program.
_
4.

A number

benefit
1990s.

the

programs
participant

repmltorwrelated
and

future;

from

from Strips

the

research
thus,

United
‘Nill
activities

nations

radloactl’:e

States
and
cantlnue
tc
into the

revised
bilateral
exchanges
1989 and will expand in
1990 between Principal
Investigators
from
the Yucca Mountain Project
and
International
colleagues
familiar
with
tie Strips-develo@
technologies.

were

5.

waste
other

enhance
into

of

begun

in

Strips
technologies
filready
intraluced
or
in tie process
of being
intr~ced
into
the Yucca flountain
project
include
borehole
radar,
seismic
crosshole
tcnwgraphy,
tracer,tiqration
testing
techniques,
frac~ure
E!.ow mcleling,
channeling
studies,
sealing,
and site
characterization
and validation
techniques.

CUQCLUSICN
The bilateral
ad rmdtimtional-spmsored
studies
at Stripe
have advanced
the
state+f-the-art
tectulologies
of
characterizing
the geotechnical,
hydrologic,
and geochem.ical
properties
of a rock mass,
and the performance
of engineered
barriers.
research

Strips
and simular
intermtioml
research
projects
provide
rmtioml
programs
with
locales
to make mistakes
and learn
frmn them.
to remnber
that not all
It is i~rtant
research
studies
at
Strips
have proved
successful,
but that is the mture
of and
“raison
d’etre”
for research.
many of the
topics
studied
at Stripa
including
fracture
flow modeling,
channeling
studies,
sealing
and grouting,
and geophysical
and integrated
characterization
techniques
are hth
at the
rutting
edge of scientific
research
and of
vital
inqmrtance
to understanding
and
characterizing
a potential
repsitory
site.
me knowledge,
techniques,
and inst~nts
obtained
frcin the Stripe
Project
can h
incorporated
into the U.S. program for use in
repository
characterization
and develwmt.
TFIus, technology
transfer
frm Stripe
has
teen and is being perfornmd
through:
(1)
technical
symposia and workshops
at which the
principal
investigators
explain
their
work;
(2) publication
of technical
reports,
copies
of which are disseminated
to dcnmsstic
investigators;
and (3) the participation
of
U.S. personnel
in the activities.
Technology
throughout
the

transfer
will continue
completion
of Phase 3 and
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